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"Emotions are the next

frontier to be

understood and

conquered. To manage

our emotions is not to

drug them or suppress

them, but to

understand them so

that we can intelligently

direct our emotional

energies and

intentions...It's time for

human beings to grow

up emotionally, to

mature into emotionally

managed and

responsible citizens. No

magic pill will do it."

Doc Childre

Blue Star Celestial Energy
(In-person and distance learning)

Prerequisite:

Topics to be covered at the practitioner level include:

Topics to be covered at the master level include:

This advanced healing system is Pleaidian-oriented and was used in

ancient Egypt. It was channeled by John Williams in 1995 and then

further developed with Gary Jirauch. Three constellations are involved

with Universal Life Force energy work: The Great Bear, Sirius and the

Pleiades. The Pleiadians are the architects of this work, The Sirians are

the designers and the Great Bears are the manifestation.

This system emphasizes galactic and spiritual healing, and is "a

transmission of spiritual ability to bridge the gap between God and man

- The Rainbow Bridge - enabling the adept to utilize this potential and to

function at expanded levels of awareness". A strong sense of balance

between mind and heart is the key to manifesting with the Blue Star

energy, which is said to be the vehicle for bringing peace and planetary

healing as fast as it can happen. There are two attunements that

include seven practitioner and seven master symbols, plus there are

several meditations and spiritual growth exercises found in the manual.

Anyone may receive the practitioner attunement; the

master attunement is available only to masters of attunement-based

systems such as Reiki, Sekhem-Seichim-Reiki, etc.

•Ancient Origins of the Blue Star System

•Blue Star Celestial Energy and Sound

•Blue Star Celestial Energy Practitioner Symbols (7)

•Basic and Intermediate Mer-Ka-Ba Breathing Technique

•Distance Healing

•Extracting and Short-circuiting Disease and Psychic Surgery

•Enhancing the Body Defense System Against Disease

•Blue Star Celestial Energy Master Symbols (7)

•Manifesting with Blue Star Celestial Energy

•Blue Star Celestial Energy, The Chakras and The Planets

•Triangulation Exercise

•Personal Symbol Exercise

•Advanced Mer-Ka-Ba Breathing Technique

•Performing Blue Star Celestial Energy Attunements
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PLEASE NOTE: Please continue to follow the recommendations of your healthcare providers as the offerings provided at
HeartPath complement rather than substitute for medical and psychological care. If you are seeking such services, please

contact your state's medical or psychological board for a referral.
© 1999 and forward, Diane Ruth Shewmaker, HeartPath Center and Celestial Wellspring.

All Rights Reserved.

•Miscellaneous Meditations


